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We intermittently get the following error on several Vista machines when printing to the PDFCreator printer from any application (e.g. Word 2003). Autosave is always enabled, so not sure if this is relevant. PDFCreator is then "hung", but opening the PDFCreator GUI kicks it back into life, and the problem does not seem to occur when the GUI is open.
We need autosave to be 100% reliable, but do not use other features. Is there a more stable older version? Will this be fixed in the next version? Many thanks.
Errorprotocol
----------------------------------------------------------------------
PDFCreator 0.9.8 - Error message
----------------------------------------------------------------------
ERROR DESCRIPTION:
Error-Nr: 481 (Invalid picture)
Modul: modMain
Procedure: StartProgram
Line: 51720
Date/Time: 11-03-2009 / 16:01:43
----------------------------------------------------------------------
CALLSTACK:
----------------------------------------------------------------------
SYSTEMINFO:
Windows Vista 6.0 Build 6002 (Service Pack 2)
[TerminalServer IsWinVista IsWinVistaPlus IsWinVistaHomePremium]
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              Hi,

try this solution:
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Error printing to the PDFCreator printer


UPDATE: At this point I don’t really use PDF Creator anymore. It’s free because it’s crap. spyware. I’ve switch to using FoxIt Reader. It comes with a PDF pri…



  
  
    
    
  

  



For us it worked on 4 machines.

Bye
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              I have Windows 7, not Vista & I have full administrator rights.  I have just started receiving this message.  Can someone please give me a suggestion?
Ta,
Bree
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              I would recommend upgrading to the latest version. The one you are using is nearly three years old and much has been fixed since then.
kind regards,
Philip
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